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Application for Exemption from the 
Requirement to Pay the Annual Fee and to 
File the Annual Report on the Basis of 
Incapacity Under s. 37 of the Law Society Act 
and By-Laws 5 and 8 – Paralegal 

About Exemption from the Annual Fee and the Annual Report Filing on 
the Basis of Incapacity 
Licensees who meet the definition of incapacity within the meaning of s. 37 of the Law Society Act 
may apply to the Law Society of Ontario (Law Society) for an exemption from paying annual fees 
and filing an annual report. Applicants are encouraged to review the Information s. 37 of the Law 
Society Act and By-Laws 5 and 8 for information about this exemption. 

The Law Society may not be able to approve your application if you: 

a) are suspended; or
b) are the subject of a complaint, audit, investigation, search or seizure by the Law Society; or
c) are a party to a proceeding under Part II of the Law Society Act; or
d) have not paid all outstanding fees that have accrued, including the current year; or
e) have not filed all Annual Reports, including the current filing year.

If your application is approved and you later wish to return to an active Law Society status, you 
may be required to submit medical documentation that demonstrates that you have regained 
capacity.  

Required Documents 

1. Complete application form
The Law Society of Ontario (Law Society) may investigate or verify any information
supplied in this application and may require further information from you before the
application is approved. Omissions or inaccuracies in responses may delay
processing.

If the space provided for any answer is insufficient, include a separate sheet that is signed
and dated by the applicant and include it with the application.

2. Letter from Qualified Medical Practitioner
Please review the Information for Applicants Applying for Exemption on the Basis of
Incapacity document at the end of this application. Please provide the sample medical
letter to the medical practitioner who is providing the letter in support of your application.

3. A. Proof of trust/mixed trust/estate accounts closure (Part C)
This requirement applies to sole practitioners engaged in the provision of legal 
services in Ontario during the last 3 years.  

OR 
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B. Proof of no signing authority over all trust/mixed trust/estate accounts (Part C)
This requirement applies to partners, associates, and employees engaged in the
provision of legal services in Ontario during the last 3 years.

If this requirement applies to you, please provide letter from the signing partner or
your bank.

4. Outstanding Annual Report Filing(s)
Licensees must complete all outstanding Annual Report Filing(s) through their account on
the Law Society Portal before the application may be approved unless they are over the
age of 65 and have been expressly exempted on application to the Law Society.

Questions? 
Please direct questions about this application to By-Law Administration Services by calling 
416-947-3315 or 1-800-668-7380 and asking to be transferred, or emailing bylawadmin@lso.ca.

Mailing Address 
Email or mail applications and supporting documents to: 

bylawadmin@lso.ca 

Law Society of Ontario 
By-Law Administration Services 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2N6 

mailto:bylawadmin@lso.ca
mailto:bylawadmin@lso.ca
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Application for Exemption from the 
Requirement to Pay the Annual Fee and to 
File the Annual Report on the Basis of 
Incapacity Under s. 37 of the Law Society Act 
and By-Laws 5 and 8 – Paralegal 

Part A – Applicant’s Information 

1. Personal Information

First Name:

Middle Name:

Last Name:

Law Society Number:

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy):

2. Home Contact Information
Home Address (street, unit, city, province, postal code):

Telephone/Mobile: 

Email: 

3. Business Contact Information
Business/Employer Name and Address (street, unit, city, province, postal code):

Telephone/Mobile:

Fax: 

Email: 

By-Law 8 requires licensees to notify the Law Society immediately after any change in 
contact information. Please use the Law Society Portal at https://portal.lso.ca for updates. 

https://portal.lso.ca/
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Part B – Practice History 
To be completed by all licensees 

Select ONE response (A or B): 

A. I stopped providing legal services on the following date (dd/mm/yyyy):

OR 

B. I have never provided legal services in Ontario to the public as a licensed paralegal.

Part C – Trust Monies and Property 
Select ONE response (A, B or C) that is most appropriate with respect to your provision of legal 
services as an Ontario paralegal: 

A. I provided legal services in Ontario as a Sole Practitioner within the last three years
AND (select ONE response – i), ii) or iii)):

i) I have accounted for and/or distributed all money and property held in trust
(for which I was responsible), including money and property held for estates,
to the person(s) entitled to it or to another paralegal licensed to provide legal
services in Ontario or a lawyer entitled to practise law in Ontario.
NOTE: Provide written confirmation from your bank that all open

trust/mixed trust/estate accounts have been closed. 

OR 

ii) I have not accounted for and/or distributed all money and property held in
trust for which I was responsible. Provide an explanation in Part J.

OR 

iii) I have not been responsible for any money or property held in trust.

B. I provided legal services in Ontario as a Partner/Associate/Employee within the last
three years.

NOTE: Provide a letter from the firm’s managing partner confirming that you no
longer have signing authority over all trust/mixed trust/estate accounts. 

C. I have never provided legal services in Ontario to the public as a licensed paralegal, or
I have not within the last three years.
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Part D – Client Files, Documents and Property 
Select ONE response (A, B, C or D) that is most appropriate with respect to your provision 
of legal services as an Ontario paralegal: 

A. I have disposed of client files or arrangements have been made to the satisfaction of
my clients to have their files, documents and/or property returned to them.

B. I have transferred all client files, documents and/or property with the client’s
authorization to another paralegal licensed to provide legal services or a lawyer
entitled to practise law. Provide details in Part E.

C. I have not disposed of client files or made arrangements to have all client files,
documents and/or property returned to them to their satisfaction. Provide an 
explanation in Part I.

D. I have not been responsible for any client matters, files, documents and/or property.

Part E – Client Property and File Information 
I have transferred and disposed of my electronic and/or hard copy client files, documents and 
property as follows: 

Active Files 
Transferred to and/or location stored (Name, Address) 

Contact Name: 

Telephone: 

Closed Files 
Transferred to and/or location stored (Name, Address) 

Contact Name: 

Telephone: 
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Part F – By-Law Compliance 
Answer ALL of the following questions: 

a) I confirm that I have completed and filed the Annual Report to the last filing due date
required of me.

Yes No 

b) I have complied with my Continuing Professional Development (CPD) obligations.

Yes No N/A 

c) I confirm that my paralegal business and any trust account(s) I have operated have been
wound up, or that I no longer have signing authority over any of my firm’s trust/mixed
trust/estate accounts.

Yes No N/A 

d) I confirm that I have completed all forms required to be completed by the Law Foundation of
Ontario with respect to the closure of my trust account(s), if applicable.

Yes No N/A 

Part G – Regulatory/Claims 
Answer ALL of the following questions. If you answer “Yes” to any question below provide 
an explanation in Part I – Specifics. 

1. Are you aware of a professional liability insurance claim or any other claim against you in
either your professional capacity or with respect to your provision of legal services?

Yes No 

2. Are you the subject of an audit, investigation and/or search or seizure by the Law Society?

Yes No 

3. Are you a party to a proceeding under Part II or section 33 of the Law Society Act?

Yes No 
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Part H – Professional Corporations 
To be completed by all applicants 

Are you now, or have you within the last 12 months, been a shareholder, director or officer of a 
professional corporation or provided legal services through a professional corporation? 

Yes No 

If yes, provide the name of the professional corporation: 

Part I – Specifics 
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Part J – Applicant's Undertaking and Declaration 

I undertake not to provide legal services in Ontario from the effective date of this application. 

Should I wish to provide legal services in Ontario, I undertake to immediately notify the Law 
Society of my intention. I will provide the Law Society with all required information to change my
status. I understand that my obligation to pay the annual fee, if applicable, and submit the  
Annual Report will resume. 

I declare that all information supplied by me with respect to this application, and in the documents 
provided in connection with this application, is true, complete, and accurate. 

Signature of Applicant Date 

Signature of Witness Name of Witness 
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Application for Exemption from the 
Requirement to Pay the Annual Fee and to 
File the Annual Report on the Basis of 
Incapacity Under s. 37 of the Law Society Act 
and By-Laws 5 and 8 – Paralegal 

Information for Applicants Applying for Exemption on the 
Basis of Incapacity 
Applicants who are applying for an exemption from paying their annual fees and filing their annual 
reports on the basis of incapacity must submit a letter from a qualified medical practitioner (such 
as a medical doctor, nurse practitioner, psychologist, or registered social worker, etc.) stating that 
they are incapacitated within the meaning of subsection 37(1) of the Law Society Act and unable 
to practise law or provide legal services in the province of Ontario.  

The Law Society Act provides the following definition of incapacity at section 37(1): 

A licensee is incapacitated for the purposes of this Act if, by reason of physical or 
mental illness, other infirmity or addiction to or excessive use of alcohol or drugs, he or 
she is incapable of meeting any of his or her obligations as a licensee. 

Applicants do not need to disclose their diagnosis, prognosis, or the details of their illness, 
infirmity, or addiction in their application or medical letter. 

The Law Society requires the following information from the applicant’s medical practitioner: 

• Confirmation that the applicant has a physical or mental illness, other infirmity, or
addiction to drugs or alcohol.

• The date upon which the applicant became incapacitated.

• Information about the applicant’s restrictions and limitations (arising from the licensee’s
physical or mental illness, other infirmity, or addiction, which the medical practitioner
need not disclose) that impact their ability to fulfill their obligations as a licensee.

• An explanation of the connection between the applicant’s restrictions/limitations and their
capability/incapability of meeting any of their obligations as a lawyer or paralegal.

• In the case where the application for exemption has been submitted many months after
the commencement of the incapacitation, the medical practitioner should also explain the
impact, if any, of the incapacity on the licensee’s ability to submit the application sooner.

Please see sample medical letter on page 2. 
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Sample Medical Letter 
The Law Society requires the following information from a medical practitioner when considering 
applications for exemption on the basis of incapacity: 

[DATE] 

To: LAW SOCIETY OF ONTARIO 

Re: [PATIENT NAME] – Application to the Law Society of Ontario for an exemption 
from paying annual fees and filing annual reports on the basis of incapacity. 

I am the treating [physician/psychologist/social worker/etc.] for [PATIENT NAME]. 

I have read section 37 of the Law Society Act, which states:  

37 (1) A licensee is incapacitated for the purposes of this Act if, by reason of physical or 
mental illness, other infirmity or addiction to or excessive use of alcohol or drugs, he or 
she is incapable of meeting any of his or her obligations as a licensee. 

On [date], [PATIENT NAME] was diagnosed with a(n) [choose one or more, as 
applicable: physical or mental illness, other infirmity, or addiction] that causes the 
following restrictions: [fill in relevant restrictions that relate to the practice of law or 
provision of legal services]. As a result of these restrictions, [PATIENT NAME] is 
unable to meet any of their obligations as a [lawyer/paralegal]. 

[PATIENT NAME] has been incapacitated on an on-going basis since [date]. 

[Name of Medical Practitioner] 

[Professional Number] 

Please note the Law Society does not require a diagnosis, prognosis, or specifics of treatment. 

Applicants may wish to provide this sheet to their medical practitioner to assist with the completion 
of their medical letter. 
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		37		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "b) I have complied with my Continuing Professional Development (CPD) obligations. 1 of 3: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		38		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->1->0,Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->1->0,Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->1->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "2 of 3: No" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		39		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->2->0,Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->2->0,Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->2->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "3 of 3: Not Applicable" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		40		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "b) I confirm that my legal services firm and any trust account(s) I have operated have been wound up, or that I no longer have signing authority over any of my firm’s trust/mixed trust/estate accounts. 1 of 3: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		41		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "d) I confirm that I have completed all forms required to be completed by the Law Foundation of Ontario with respect to the closure of my trust account(s), if applicable. 1 of 3: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		42		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Part G – Regulatory/Claims. Answer ALL of the following questions. If you answer “Yes” to any question below provide an explanation in Part J – Specifics. 1. Are you aware of a professional liability insurance claim or any other claim against you in either your professional capacity or with respect to your provision of legal services? 1 of 2: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		43		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "2. Are you the subject of an audit, investigation and/or search or seizure by the Law Society. 1 of 2: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		44		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "3. Are you a party to a proceeding under Part II or section 33 of the Law Society Act? 1 of 2: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		45		7		Tags->0->8->3->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Part H – Professional Corporations. To be completed by all applicants. Are you now, or have you within the last 12 months, been a shareholder, director or officer of a professional corporation or provided legal services through a professional corporation? 1 of 2: Yes" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		46		7		Tags->0->8->4->0->1		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "If ”Yes”, provide the name of the professional corporation" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		47		7		Tags->0->9->1->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Part I - Specifics" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		48		8		Tags->0->10->4->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Part J - Applicant's Undertaking and Declaration. I undertake not to provide legal services in Ontario from the effective date of this application. Should I wish to provide legal services in Ontario, I undertake to immediately notify the Law Society of my intention. I will provide the Law Society with all required information to change my status. I understand that my obligation to pay the annual fee, if applicable, and submit the Annual Report will resume. I declare that all information supplied by me with respect to this application, and in the documents provided in connection with this application, is true, complete, and accurate. Signature of Applicant" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		49		8		Tags->0->10->5->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Date Signed" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		50		8		Tags->0->10->6->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Signature of Witness" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		51		8		Tags->0->10->7->0->0		Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Forms		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Name of Witness. End of form" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		52						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Form Annotations - Valid Tagging		Passed		All Form Annotations are tagged in Form Tags.		

		53						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Lbl - Valid Parent		Passed		All Lbl elements passed.		

		54						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		LBody - Valid Parent		Passed		All LBody elements passed.		

		55						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Link Annotations		Passed		All tagged Link annotations are tagged in Link tags.		

		56						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Links		Passed		All Link tags contain at least one Link annotation.		

		57						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		List Item		Passed		All List Items passed.		

		58						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		List		Passed		All List elements passed.		

		59						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Heading Levels		Passed		All Headings are nested correctly		

		60						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		ListNumbering		Passed		All List elements passed.		

		61						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Meaningful Sequence		Passed		No Untagged annotations were detected, and no elements have been untagged in this session.		

		62						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Tabs Key		Passed		All pages that contain annotations have tabbing order set to follow the logical structure.		

		63				Doc		Guideline 1.4 Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.		Format, layout and color		Passed		Make sure that no information is conveyed by contrast, color, format or layout, or some combination thereof while the content is not tagged to reflect all meaning conveyed by the use of contrast, color, format or layout, or some combination thereof.		Verification result set by user.

		64				Doc		Guideline 1.4 Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.		Minimum Contrast		Passed		Please ensure that the visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1, except for Large text and images of large-scale text where it should have a contrast ratio of at least 3:1, or incidental content or logos
		Verification result set by user.

		65						Guideline 2.1 Make all functionality operable via a keyboard interface		Server-side image maps		Passed		No Server-side image maps were detected in this document (Links with IsMap set to true).		

		66		3,4		Tags->0->1->6->0->1,Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Format action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		AFDate_FormatEx("dd/mm/yyyy");

		67		3,4		Tags->0->1->6->0->1,Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Value modified action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		AFDate_KeystrokeEx("dd/mm/yyyy");

		68		4		Tags->0->2->3->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PracticeHistory1");
var B = this.getField("PracticeHistory2");
var C = this.getField("DateStoppedPractising");

if (A.value == "A. I stopped providing legal services"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}



		69		4		Tags->0->2->3->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PracticeHistory1");
var B = this.getField("PracticeHistory2");
var C = this.getField("DateStoppedPractising");

if (A.value == "A. I stopped providing legal services"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}



		70		4		Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		if (event.value.toString().length > 0) {
this.getField("PracticeHistory1").value = "A. I stopped providing legal services";
this.getField("DateStoppedPractising").required = false;
}

		71		4,5		Tags->0->2->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->2->0->0,Tags->0->3->3->0->0,Tags->0->3->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->8->0->0,Tags->0->3->9->0->0,Tags->0->3->11->0->0,Tags->0->4->2->0->0,Tags->0->4->3->0->0,Tags->0->4->4->0->0,Tags->0->4->5->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		Verification result set by user.

		72		4,5		Tags->0->2->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->2->0->0,Tags->0->3->3->0->0,Tags->0->3->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->8->0->0,Tags->0->3->9->0->0,Tags->0->3->11->0->0,Tags->0->4->2->0->0,Tags->0->4->3->0->0,Tags->0->4->4->0->0,Tags->0->4->5->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		Verification result set by user.

		73		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		74		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		75		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		76		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		77		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		78		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		79		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		80		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		81		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		82		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		83		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		84		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		85		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		86		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		87		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		88		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		89		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		90		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		91		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		92		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		93		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		94		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		95		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		96		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		97		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
    

		98		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		99		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		100		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		101		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		102		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		103		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		104		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		105		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		106		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
            

		107		7		Tags->0->8->3->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");
var C = this.getField("PCName");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}


		108		7		Tags->0->8->3->0->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		109		7		Tags->0->8->3->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's Mouse Up action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");
var C = this.getField("PCName");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.required = false;
}
    

		110		7		Tags->0->8->3->1->0		Guideline 2.2 Provide users enough time to read and use content		Timing Adjustable		Passed		A JavaScript is attached to this Annotation by means of it's On Blur action. Please verify that the script does not require the user to perform a timed response, and if it does, it provides the user with a method to indicate more time is required.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
    

		111		3,4		Tags->0->1->6->0->1,Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Format trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		AFDate_FormatEx("dd/mm/yyyy");

		112		3,4		Tags->0->1->6->0->1,Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Value modified trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		AFDate_KeystrokeEx("dd/mm/yyyy");

		113		4		Tags->0->2->3->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PracticeHistory1");
var B = this.getField("PracticeHistory2");
var C = this.getField("DateStoppedPractising");

if (A.value == "A. I stopped providing legal services"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}



		114		4		Tags->0->2->3->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PracticeHistory1");
var B = this.getField("PracticeHistory2");
var C = this.getField("DateStoppedPractising");

if (A.value == "A. I stopped providing legal services"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}



		115		4		Tags->0->2->4->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		if (event.value.toString().length > 0) {
this.getField("PracticeHistory1").value = "A. I stopped providing legal services";
this.getField("DateStoppedPractising").required = false;
}

		116		4,5		Tags->0->2->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->2->0->0,Tags->0->3->3->0->0,Tags->0->3->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->8->0->0,Tags->0->3->9->0->0,Tags->0->3->11->0->0,Tags->0->4->2->0->0,Tags->0->4->3->0->0,Tags->0->4->4->0->0,Tags->0->4->5->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		Verification result set by user.

		117		4,5		Tags->0->2->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->2->0->0,Tags->0->3->3->0->0,Tags->0->3->6->0->0,Tags->0->3->8->0->0,Tags->0->3->9->0->0,Tags->0->3->11->0->0,Tags->0->4->2->0->0,Tags->0->4->3->0->0,Tags->0->4->4->0->0,Tags->0->4->5->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		Verification result set by user.

		118		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		119		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		120		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		121		6		Tags->0->6->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.AR1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.AR2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		122		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		123		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		124		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		125		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		126		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		127		6		Tags->0->6->2->1->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.CPD3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		128		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		129		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		130		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		131		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		132		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		133		6		Tags->0->6->2->2->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.WoundUp3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		134		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		135		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		136		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		137		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.value = "Off";
}


		138		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		139		6		Tags->0->6->2->3->1->1->2->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation1");
var B = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation2");
var C = this.getField("ByLaw.LawFoundation3");

if (C.value == "Not Applicable"){
A.value = "Off";
B.value = "Off";
}


		140		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		141		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		142		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
    

		143		6		Tags->0->7->2->0->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Claim2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}


		144		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		145		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		146		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		147		6		Tags->0->7->2->1->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Audit2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		148		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		149		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}
    

		150		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
        

		151		6		Tags->0->7->2->2->1->1->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding1");
var B = this.getField("Regulatory.Proceeding2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
            

		152		7		Tags->0->8->3->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");
var C = this.getField("PCName");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
C.required = true;
}


		153		7		Tags->0->8->3->0->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");

if (A.value == "Yes"){
B.value = "Off";
}


		154		7		Tags->0->8->3->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the Mouse Up trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");
var C = this.getField("PCName");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
C.required = false;
}
    

		155		7		Tags->0->8->3->1->0		Guideline 2.3 Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures		Three Flashes or Below Threshold		Passed		An action of type Run a JavaScript attached to the On Blur trigger of the highlighted element has been detected.		var A = this.getField("PC1");
var B = this.getField("PC2");

if (B.value == "No"){
A.value = "Off";
}
    

		156						Guideline 2.4 Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are		Headings defined		Passed		Headings have been defined for this document.		

		157						Guideline 2.4 Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are		Outlines (Bookmarks)		Passed		Bookmarks are logical and consistent with Heading Levels.		

		158				MetaData		Guideline 2.4 Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are		Metadata - Title and Viewer Preferences		Passed		Please verify that a document title of Application for Exemption from the Requirement to Pay the Annual Fee and to File the Annual Report on the Basis of Incapacity Under s. 37 of the Law Society Act and By-Laws 5 and 8 – Paralegal is appropriate for this document.		Verification result set by user.

		159				MetaData		Guideline 3.1 Make text content readable and understandable.		Language specified		Passed		Please ensure that the specified language (EN-CA) is appropriate for the document.		Verification result set by user.

		160						Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Change of context		Passed		No actions are triggered when any element receives focus		

		161						Guideline 3.3 Help users avoid and correct mistakes		Required fields		Passed		No form fields have been marked as Required. Please verify that none of the form fields in this document is a required form field.		Verification result set by user.

		162		3,5,7,8		Tags->0->1->2->0->1,Tags->0->1->3->0->1,Tags->0->1->4->0->1,Tags->0->1->5->0->1,Tags->0->1->8->0->1,Tags->0->1->9->0->1,Tags->0->1->10->0->1,Tags->0->1->12->0->1,Tags->0->1->13->0->1,Tags->0->1->14->0->1,Tags->0->1->15->0->1,Tags->0->5->3->0->1,Tags->0->5->4->0->1,Tags->0->5->5->0->1,Tags->0->5->7->0->1,Tags->0->5->8->0->1,Tags->0->5->9->0->1,Tags->0->8->4->0->1,Tags->0->9->1->0->0,Tags->0->10->5->0->0,Tags->0->10->7->0->0		Guideline 3.3 Help users avoid and correct mistakes		Form fields value validation		Passed		A form field has been detected with no validation rules. Please verify that the form field does not require validation.		Verification result set by user.

		163						Guideline 4.1 Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents, including assistive technologies		4.1.2 Name, Role, Value		Passed		All user interface components are accessible.		

		164						Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Formulas		Not Applicable		No Formula tags were detected in this document.		

		165						Guideline 1.1 Provide text alternatives for all non-text content		Alternative Representation for Other Annotations		Not Applicable		No other annotations were detected in this document.		

		166						Guideline 1.2 Provide synchronized alternatives for multimedia.		Captions 		Not Applicable		No multimedia elements were detected in this document.		

		167						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Other Annotations - Valid Tagging		Not Applicable		No Annotations (other than Links and Widgets) were detected in this document.		

		168						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		RP, RT and RB - Valid Parent		Not Applicable		No RP, RB or RT elements were detected in this document.		

		169						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Correct Structure - Ruby		Not Applicable		No Ruby elements were detected in this document.		

		170						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Table Cells		Not Applicable		No Table Data Cell or Header Cell elements were detected in this document.		

		171						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		THead, TBody and TFoot		Not Applicable		No THead, TFoot, or TBody elements were detected in this document.		

		172						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Table Rows		Not Applicable		No Table Row elements were detected in this document.		

		173						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Table		Not Applicable		No Table elements were detected in this document.		

		174						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Correct Structure - Warichu		Not Applicable		No Warichu elements were detected in this document.		

		175						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Correct Structure - WT and WP		Not Applicable		No WP or WT elements were detected in the document		

		176						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Header Cells		Not Applicable		No tables were detected in this document.		

		177						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Summary attribute		Not Applicable		No Table elements were detected in the document.		

		178						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Scope attribute		Not Applicable		No TH elements were detected in this document.		

		179						Guideline 1.3 Create content that can be presented in different ways		Article Threads		Not Applicable		No Article threads were detected in the document		

		180						Guideline 1.4 Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.		Images of text - OCR		Not Applicable		No raster-based images were detected in this document.		

		181				Pages->0		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 1 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		182				Pages->1		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 2 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		183				Pages->2		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 3 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		184				Pages->3		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 4 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		185				Pages->4		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 5 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		186				Pages->5		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 6 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		187				Pages->6		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 7 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		188				Pages->7		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 8 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		189				Pages->8		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 9 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.

		190				Pages->9		Guideline 3.2 Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Not Applicable		Page 10 does not contain header Artifacts.		Verification result set by user.
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